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CHANGE 
LAB

The SFU Civic Innovation Change Lab is an experiential, cohort-based learning experience, 
focused each semester on a relevant topic of interest. The Spring 2019 Change Lab explored 
neighbourhood resilience in the context of a changing climate - politically, socially, and 
environmentally. Sixteen students from the Spring 2019 cohort came together with a range 
of backgrounds, from the social sciences to the hard sciences, to find practical solutions to 
the real-world problems that Vancouver, and many other cities around the world, are facing. 
Change Lab is offered in conjunction between SFU, the SFU Beedie School of Business, 
RADIUS SFU, CityStudio Vancouver, and the SFU Semester in Dialogue. 

Allison Wan
SFU, Criminology 

Joe Lee
SFU, Health sciences 

Leah Karlberg 
UBC, Human 
geography

Renée McMillen 
SFU, Dialogue & 
communications
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PROBLEM 
SPACE

Exploring city strategies, we learned that 
many Vancouverites are spending more 
time alone than they want. Additionally, 
we learned there’s a high population living 
alone, even considering the high cost of 
living. This made us question how social 
isolation could be addressed outside the 
home, at the community level. Through 
prototyping, we explored how our peers 
made new connections as well as what 
gave those connections meaning. We 
observed that people struggled to build 
community, often feeling isolated or stuck 
in their existing circles. However, those 
we prototyped with did not want forced 
prompts when fostering new relationships. 

Thinking about public spaces as a direction 
to explore for our social enterprise, we 
learned that Vancouver residents enjoy 
community spaces and want to see more 
public features like art, markets, natural 
features, and spots to eat and drink 
downtown. This allowed us to explore 
what work was being done by the City of 
Vancouver and local organizations (such 
as Business Improvement Associations, 
local nonprofits, and VIVA Vancouver) in 
the creation of vibrant public spaces that 
promote social connections. 

Only 54% of people feel 
included in their com-
munities and a sense of 
belonging (Healthy City 
Strategy). 

One in four Vancouver 
residents reported being 
alone more often than 
they would like to be 
(Healthy City Strategy). 

Half of those surveyed 
wanted to see more pub-
lic art, natural features, 
and gatherings space 
(Engagement Survey, 
Place for People).

In the preliminary stages of the project, 
our group came together over a shared 
appreciation for public spaces. As 
residents of Vancouver, and students, 
we had collectively experienced how 
expensive the city is and the need for 
year-round accessible spaces that are 
inclusive. 

While we had all experienced social 
isolation and loneliness in our own ways, 
we wanted to address this problem 
area by revitalizing underutilized public 
spaces. What we found was that we 
assumed public spaces was the solution 
when it was more of a direction, but not 
the only solution on the table. We wanted 
to ideate solutions that were novel and 
helped everybody. Throughout the 
project, we were encouraged to narrow 
our user group but we were intent on a 
solution that was inclusive of everybody. 
Surely there was an idea that everyone 
could enjoy. 

OUR INTERESTS

DIVING DEEPER
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TIMELINE 
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OUR 
FINDINGS Young people are open to having more meaningful 

connections but face barriers, including having the time to 
make connections, knowing where to create new connections, 
feeling comfortable meeting others, and not seeing new 
connections with enough frequency. 

Young adults 
Age 18 - 34

CCIC resident 
coordinators

Jiwoong Hong and 
Vrindy Spencer 

VIVA Vancouver
Krisztina Kassay

WHO SPOKE THEIR INSIGHT

International students in CCIC residence lack common space 
to gather as well as a strong sense of belonging and community 
between students and in the city, keep to themselves or interact 
mainly with people from their own country, did not have many 
structured opportunities within residence to connect. 

Vancouver needs more ways to capture people and have 
people stay connected, to develop a stronger sense of urban 
life and culture. Spaces like plazas are a great opportunity 
to create social life and a sense of togetherness. We need to 
learn to activate space where people already are, and to make 
new spaces universally welcoming and visually appealing. 

SFU professor 
Peter Reuben

Communities in Vancouver lack as strong a sense of identity 
compared to other parts of the world, made worse by stressors 
such as the cost of living. 

UBC resident 
Marika Margaret

Common spaces play an important role fostering connections, 
providing room for both informal and formal meetings (where 
friends can chat, social committees can gather, etc).

VIVA Vancouver
Belinda Chan

Communities need a space to share their perspective on 
social isolation in Vancouver, and how they are affected by 
stressors such as a long winter. We need to assess who our 
target audience is and reach out, and remember existing 
community partners and connections such as VIVA Vancouver 
and the new City Parklet Team. 

Consultant
Ideen R

There are creative ways to adapt profitable business models 
to social enterprises, while not comprosmising the social 
mandate of Street Seats. 

164 5 7 15

Prototypes Local 
businesses

Expert 
interviews

Survey 
responses

Public 
interviews
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PROTOTYPING 
& ITERATION

With Connect & Cover, we were hoping to create new connections by having trained 
students walk their peers to class on rainy days, providing cover from the rain as well as 
important social connection. Our prototype garnered mixed reactions from students at UBC. 
Some individuals were receptive and enjoyed the idea of being able to speak to someone 
when they wanted. Others felt it was something they would not use. From this prototype, we 
learned about the importance of continual connection, and not just one-off events, to create 
meaningful connections

CONNECT + COVER ROOFLITS

UNFREEZE VANCOUVER

Unfreeze Vancouver was a card game we developed to address two main barriers which 
young people faced when making meaningful connections: a safe and trusting space 
to create meaningful connections and knowledge on how to go about creating these 
connections. We hoped this game would make it easier for people to first get to know each 
other on a surface level, then on a deeper level. The prototype was successful - many of our 
participants reported having a good time and two exchanged phone numbers. We learned 
that meaningful connections can be made in a very short amount of time and that to create 
meaningful connections we need to create an environment which feels safe. 

Inspired by public space, parklets, and creative initiatives in New York, we landed on the 
idea of creating rooflets. We wanted to turn underutilised space on top of buildings into 
community gathering spaces. This would be done by activating rooftops and opening the 
space to residents of these buildings for social gatherings and for hanging out. We had to 
abandon this idea due to the many building codes and safety regulations which would have 
needed to be addressed. From this prototype, we learned that downtown residents often 
lack common spaces and that they had many ideas about what to do with unused rooftop 
spaces (lawn games, outdoor living rooms, fireplaces, movie nights, etc). 

Our prototypes ranges from games to services, all focused on understanding how 
to create meaningful social connections through an intervention. Each prototype lead 
to new feedback, team reflections, and an enhanced understanding that ultimately 
helped us move forward to our final design. 

A PROCESS OF PROTOTYPING
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OUR 
SOLUTION

With insight from our prototyping, we were inspired by public spaces and the positive 
effect they had on the community. We looked back at our research and then forward to 
parklets, which are little parks that take the space of a car parking spot. Parklets offer 
a welcoming and accessible place for people to gather, improve walkability on busy 
streets, and benefit local businesses by increasing foot traffic. We looked into why we 
do not see more parklets in Vancouver and we found the current process to be a barrier. 

TAKE A SEAT

The current process for a business to 
apply for a parklet is long, expensive and 
time consuming. The entire process can 
take up to 12 months and is estimated to 
cost $15-18,000. The organization has to 
spearhead parklet design, the application, 
and gaining approval. Usually these are 
small, socially minded businesses or 
community based organizations, like 
a cafe or a community centre. These 
business owners and managers may not 
have the technical expertise, nor the time 
and resources, to undertake such an 
endeavour. 

CURRENT PROCESS STREET SEATS PROCESS
Street Seats simplifies the process and 
reduces costs for local businesses 
by offering a pre-fabricated and pre-
approved parklet design. Our design is 
a simple patio platform, lined with walls 
and benches, made from locally sourced 
recycled wood. Businesses can choose 
how they want to furnish and activate 
the parklet, allowing for lower costs but 
retaining the ability to customize the 
space. With Street Seats, we spearhead 
the application process and logistics, 
letting managers focus on running their 
businesses. 

Send us photos of your site so we 
can confirm our design would be a 
good match. 

INTERESTED IN A PARKLET?

Contact us at hello@streetseats.ca 
so we can help you work toward 
your parklet installation!

Tell us how your neighbourhood-
would benefit and indicate com-
munity support.

1. 

2.

3.
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REVENUE 
BREAKDOWN

• We reduce prices by cutting down on high design and consultation costs
• We remove upfront cost barrier by providing businesses with a flat monthly rate 
• We offer business support on the application process and ongoing maintenance
• We save time by spearheading the application process on behalf of the business
• We bypass complicated city regulations and design considerations with our 

pre-approved parklet template
• Our parklets become an important asset, both for the business and the community

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
• Annual contract 
• $500 monthly subscription
• Additional 10% monthly loyalty dis-

count each following year
• Complementary removal after the 

second year mark

FOR THE BUSINESS
Our flat monthly rate includes everything 
from the design, construction, installation, 
ongoing maintenance, and even future 
removal of the parklet. 

NO HIDDEN COSTS

Our business model shows that we will break even after the installation of ten parklets, 
which we project to happen just after the two-year mark if we follow our anticipated 
growth of five new parklets per year. Charging $500/month allows Street Seats a steady 
source of income and profitability on each annual lease, while maintaining affordable 
prices for the businesses with which we collaborate.  

BUSINESS FRIENDLY

BUSINESS 
MODEL

14
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VALUE
PROPOSITION

As a social enterprise, Street Seats 
caters to the needs of our customer 
(the business) as well as the wants 
of our user (the public). 

Street Seats re-imagines the process of 
co-creating parklets, within the existing 
framework set by VIVA Vancouver and 
the City of Vancouver. 
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PARKLET 
PRECEDENCE

VANCOUVER 
CONTEXT

VANCOUVER, BC

SAN FRANCISCO, 
USA

MONTREAL, QCTORONTO, ON

LONDON, UK SIDNEY, AU

VIVA Vancouver is a local organization started by the City of 
Vancouver to activate public spaces in creative ways. VIVA 
Vancouver launched a parklet program in 2016, piloting six 
parklets across the city with promising results. The pilot found 
that parklets 1) increase foot traffic, 2) increase walkability, and 
3) help foster a sense of community. 

The City of Vancouver has published an online parklet manual to 
help business through the process of applying for and designing 
their own parklets. VIVA Vancouver currently oversees this 
process, including the design approval of all parklets. The city 
provides limited support for parklets (which, while the business 
pays for, the city still owns) such as graffiti removal. A new city 
Parklet Team has recently been instated, presumably to take 
over this role. 

ECONOMIC AC-
TION STRATEGY

HEALTHY CITY 
STRATEGY

PRELIMINARY 
RESILIENCE 
ASSESSMENT

ALIGNMENT WITH CITY 
STRATEGIES 

Creating a healthy 
climate for growth 
and prosperity for 
local businesses and 
providing support for 
new investments.

Across the world, parklets are seen as a 
way to enhance existing spaces, enliven the 
streets, and foster positive social outcomes. 

Building connected 
communities, where 
residents feel safe and 
included. 

Designing public spaces 
to build resilience while 
enhancing the culture 
and connectivity of 
communities. 
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Benefits from:
• Increased walkability
• Access to a new 

shared space 

We heard that the parklet: 
• Acted as a community 

gathering spot
• Was used by diverse 

community members
• Was a safe space (i.e. 

for families) 

THE COMMUNITY

Benefits from: 
• Activating otherwise 

underutilized space
• Increasing city reve-

nue (i.e. permit fees)

We heard that the city: 
• Wants more parklets
• Wants business and 

communities to spear-
head small-scale 
projects

THE CITY 

Benefits from:
• Increased walkability
• Sense of community
• Access to public 

spaces

We heard that the public: 
• Lingered, even in 

colder months
• Used the space for 

diverse activities 
(socializing, reading, 
homework, etc.)

THE PUBLIC (USER)

Benefits from: 
• Increased foot traffic
• Increased seating 

capacity

We heard that the parklet: 
• Was more valuable 

than a parklet spot
• Increased business 
• Buffered space on 

busy days 

THE BUSINESS 
(CUSTOMER)

PROFILES
Who benefits from a parklet?
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MOVING 
FORWARD

Design, test, and install five parklets across Vancouver, collaborating 
with local businesses and the City of Vancouver Parklets Team.

PHASE 1 
year one

Installation of ten permanent parklets, expanding into new neighbour-
hoods, and attaining our first profit.

PHASE 2 
year two

Grow our catalogue of pre-fabricated designs and expand into sur-
rounding municipalities across Metro Vancouver. 

PHASE 3 
year five

MANY 
THANKS

Thank you to the staff at CityStudio, including Duane Elverum, Iliana Costrut, Miriam Es-
quitin, Janet Moore, and Rochelle Heinrichs, and the staff at RADIUS, including Khayle 
Almonte-Davila and Shawn Smith, without whom this program and our journey would 
have never been possible. 
Thank you to Adam, Bobbi, Brandon, Cecilia, Jennifer, Kanako, Krista, Liam, Marika, 
Meredith, Nathan, Nava, Rachel, and Sebastian as well as the many residents at the 
Charles Chang Innovation Center for allowing us to learn more about meaningful social 
connections in your lives. 
Thank you to Belinda Chan, Ian Creamore, Ideen, Jiwoong Hong, Krisztina Kassay, Peter 
Ruben, and Vrindy Spencer for your insights into public space projects, what it’s like to 
create connections for young people and for your insights into our prototypes and ideas.
Thank you to the business staff and managers we spoke with for insight into what parklet 
ownership is like and for the feedback on our business model. 
Thank you to our friends, family and partners for supporting us on this journey. Without 
your care during the long hours and late nights we would not have survived.
Finally, thank you to Alia Sunderji, Tamara Connell, and Timothy Ames for your long hours 
of work and dedication. You went above and beyond to ensure each one of us was on 
the right track and that we were successful in our endeavors. Your knowledge, guidance, 
insights, feedback and lessons will be with us for a very long time. 

TO ALL WHO HELPED

In the future, we would love for the Street Seats business model to be adopted by 
the City of Vancouver to allow for more businesses to offer parklets for their commu-
nities. We see public spaces, like parklets, playing a great role in fostering commu-
nity connections and resilience in neighbourhoods across Vancouver.

NEXT STEPS
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